
     

**** FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE **** 

May 5th, 2020 

Thailand LAB INTERNATIONAL 2020 postponed to October 2020 

VNU Asia Pacific has, together with the vast majority of exhibitors, decided to postpone Thailand LAB 
INTERNATIONAL 2020 to October 28-30, 2020. This decision has been taken mainly because of estimated 

travel restrictions caused by the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak for the September dates.  

This decision has been taken after careful consideration and in the interest of exhibitors and visitors and, above 

all, to protect the health of all stakeholders and attendees and guarantee a smooth and high-quality exhibition.  

VNU as organizer assessed the situation and reassures the safety of our exhibitors and visitors, as well as, is 

committed to improve the quality of the exhibition under the COVID-circumstances. The majority of exhibitors and 
partners agreed with the organizer on the postponement of the event as being the best solution and have 
therefore confirmed their participation for end October 2020, trusting that the situation will improve significantly 

during the next few months. 

Thailand LAB INTERNATIONAL 2020 is re-scheduled to October 28-30, 2020. Our key theme remains the 
same, which is to celebrate Thailand Lab’s 10th Anniversary and continue being the Collaborative 
Innovation Platform for Laboratory and Life Sciences Industry in Asia Pacific. 

For more information please visit the official website: www.thailandlab.com 

Anucha Parnpichate 
Project Manager       
VNU Asia Pacific 

Press contact 

For more information, please contact:  

Mrs. Saengtip Techapatiphandee, saengtip@vnuasiapacific.com (Marketing Communications) 
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About VNU Asia Pacific 

VNU Asia Pacific is part of VNU Group, a globally operating exhibition company with offices in Utrecht, Shanghai 

as well as in Bangkok, and consolidates the international exhibition business of Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs. In South 
East Asia, Jaarbeurs has formed a Joint Venture with the TCC Group, a leading corporate conglomerate in the 
fast-growing region. From its business hub located in Bangkok, VNU Asia Pacific covers all key exhibition 

markets in South East Asia. VNU Asia Pacific has a constantly expanding portfolio with currently 12 trade shows 
and event formats including brands from the AgriTech, Animal Husbandry, Animal Companion, Food, Life 
Sciences and Biotechnology industries. 

Royal Jaarbeurs belongs to the top 20 exhibition organizers by revenue worldwide and operates a 100.000 
square meter exhibition center in the city of Utrecht, The Netherlands. In the coming years, the company is going 

to invest 300 Million Euro into further expansions of its exhibition centre to continue to meet the highest 
technology and sustainability standards. The Asian counterpart, TCC Group, headquartered in Thailand is one of 
South East Asia’s leading conglomerates and most recognized corporations. TCC Group employs 60,000 

employees and has an extensive service and real estate portfolio. One of its real estate highlights is the premier 
exhibition and conference venue in the heart of Bangkok. The Queen Sirikit National Convention Centre 
(QSNCC) is currently being newly built and scheduled to re-open at the end of 2022. 

For more information, visit www.vnuasiapacific.com  
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